Hole-shape optimization for opening structures can effectively alleviate the hole-edge stress concentration; however, it requires high precision of stress analysis and high geometrical deformation capacity of the hole-edge curves. Therefore, the finite cell method is adopted in this work for high-precision numerical analysis within the fixed mesh, and the smoothly deformable implicit curve is proposed to describe the boundary to be optimized. After deriving analytical sensitivity analysis formulas, we built a hole-shape optimization design framework having high precision and high efficiency. Through hole-shape optimization in opening structures under different load boundary conditions, the proposed framework exhibited several advantages such as no mesh updating, simple sensitivity derivation, high analytical precision, and large design space.
Introduction
Opening structures are commonly used in the fields of aviation, aerospace, automobile, machinery, and civil engineering. Holes in opening structures can be optimized to meet the requirements of a particular function and/or specific performance, but this always causes hole-edge stress concentration, which can substantially reduce the loading capacity and fatigue life of the opening structure. To solve this problem, the hole-shape optimization methods have been studied intensively over the past decades, [1] [2] [3] and most of the recently developed methods involve calculating the mechanical response using numerical methods such as the finite element method (FEM). On the basis of the different mesh types used in numerical methods, the hole-shape optimization methods can be classified into two types, presented below.
Research on shape optimization methods with a body-fitted grid has been conducted for nearly a half century; these methods are already very mature now. Thirty years ago, Bennett et al. 2 realized the shape optimization of the torque arm and bracket structure based on the adaptive mesh-updating technology. Considering that thin-shelled opening structures are widely used in airplanes, automobiles, ships, and other advanced machineries, Zhang et al. 4 and Wang and Zhang 5 proposed and improved the parametric mapping method to carry out hole-shape optimization for thin-shelled opening structures. In order to achieve the desired geometric accuracy of the structural boundary, Wall et al. 6 first introduced the isogeometric analysis into the shape optimization design, and Kim et al. 7 further adopted the trimming technique of CAD systems to realize the isogeometric hole-shape optimization. Recent years, Wang and colleagues [8] [9] [10] extended the application fields of isogeometric shape optimization to the quasi-static design problems, the transient heat conduction design problems, and the lattice structure design problems. 11, 12 The shape optimization methods with a body-fitted grid have been widely applied in practical engineering, but they have some inevitable shortcomings such as frequent mesh updating or even mesh regeneration and complicated sensitivity calculation.
The hole-shape optimization methods within the fixed grid have developed rapidly in recent years and may represent the future development direction of shape optimization methods. Kim and Chang 13 carried out shape optimization of the torque arm and bracket structure within the fixed mesh and computed the stiffness matrix of the boundary elements directly based on the ratio of the element areas. Wang and Zhang 14 realized hole-shape optimization for thin-shelled opening structures within the fixed mesh and proposed a material perturbation method to calculate sensitivity analytically. In order to improve the precision of the stress and sensitivity within the fixed grid, Miegroet 15 and Cai et al. 16 introduced the extended FEM and the finite cell method (FCM), respectively, into the structural shape optimization. The former method adopts NURBS (non-uniform rational B-spline) to describe the boundary to be optimized and hence requires the conversion of the parameter curve into the implicit curve for fixedgrid analysis in each optimization iteration. However, the latter method uses an implicit cubic interpolation spline to describe the optimized boundary, which has limited deformation ability and is difficult to express the closed boundary.
Based on the above discussion, it could be seen that the urgent problem in hole-shape optimization methods within the fixed grid is constructing the implicit curve with a small number of parameters and high capacity of shape deformation. Zhang et al. 17 creatively proposed a novel approach for constructing the implicit curve with above-mentioned advantages, which is defined via B-spline basis functions and hyper-quadratics. In this work, the implicit curve (i.e. smoothly deformable implicit curve) with higher deformation capacity is presented and adopted to express the boundary to be optimized, and then, the FCM is used to ensure analysis accuracy within the fixed mesh. The optimization problem considered in this study is to minimize the maximum von Mises stress under the given volume constraint. Through the shape optimization of opening structures under different load boundary conditions, the proposed method exhibited several advantages such as no mesh updating, simple sensitivity derivation, high analytical precision, and large design space.
FCM
The FCM is a numerical analysis method within the fixed mesh and was proposed by Parvizian et al. 18 in 2007. The high-order Legendre shape function is adopted as the interpolation function in the FCM, and the quadtree/octree adaptive integral strategy is used to deal with mesh cutting by the structural boundary, which has a higher analysis precision. The analysis principle of the FCM is shown in Figure 1 . For solving the problem of linear elastic mechanics in the structure domain V, the computing procedure is to first embed the considered structure of the physical domain V into a rectangular domain D and then to discretize D into a fixed mesh of finite cells. These cells can be classified into physical cells, virtual cells, and boundary cells. Then, using the variational principle, we obtain a system of differential equations
where U is the displacement vector, and K and F are the stiffness matrix and the global load vector, respectively; therefore, the calculation formulas are given as
where B is the strain matrix, D is the elasticity matrix, D is only related to Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, N is the matrix of the B-spline basis functions, and f and t are volume force vectors and boundary force vectors, respectively. The scalar factor b is defined as
In equations (2) and (3), the expressions of K and F are assembled by the stiffness matrix and load vector of the cell in actual calculation. The b value of all points inside the physical cell is 1, and the calculation method for the stiffness matrix and load vector is the same as that used in the traditional FEM. The b value of all points inside the virtual cell is 0, and the stiffness matrix and the load vector are zero matrix and zero vector, respectively. The b value of the points inside the boundary cell may be 1 or 0, so that we need to use the quadtree/octree refinement strategy to obtain highly encrypted gauss integral points along the structural boundary, and then the high-precision integral calculation of the material part could be carried out.
After obtaining the value of U from equation (1), the stress response under any point in the structure domain of x V 2 V can be estimated
According to the three stress components, the von Mises stress of the x V material point is defined as
The core parts of the FCM are cell-type identification and quadtree/octree refinement. The effective implementation of the above steps involves quickly determining whether any point in the computational domain D is located in the structure domain V. For this purpose, we will use the implicit function to describe the structure domain V, and the relation between a point and V could be directly determined based on the sign (i.e. positive, zero, and negative) of the implicit function introduced in the next section.
Structural implicit model
The structural implicit model, namely the implicit function, describes the structure domain V and can be written as F V . Figure 2 shows an implicit model of the holed structure. As shown here, the F V value related to a point outside the structure domain (i.e. the inner domain of the hole and the outer domain of the plate) is negative, and the specific expressions are written as follows
Combining the heaviside function H() with F V , we can rewrite the b defined in equation (4) as 
The construction method for the implicit function F V is discussed below. On one hand, F V is used for finite cell analysis within the fixed mesh to describe the complex geometry of the structure domain; on the other hand, it is used for shape optimization design to describe the free-variable hole boundary. For the former, this article uses the R functions, a type of implicit modeler with the rigorous theoretical foundation, to build F V by Boolean operations. For the latter, this article uses the smoothly deformable implicit curve to describe the hole boundary. The most commonly used R function is defined as follows
where F 1 andF 2 denote two implicit functions of the simple geometry;^a and _ a , respectively, denote Rconjunction operator and R-disjunction operator, which correspond to the Boolean intersection operation \ and Boolean union operation [; a is the arbitrary function and satisfies the condition 21 \ a ł 1. The construction method of the smoothly deformable implicit curve is inspired from the extended superquadratic curve/surface proposed by Zhou and Kambhamettu. 19 The expression of the so-called superquadratic curve is
where a and b denote semi-axial lengths of the two main axes, and e denotes the shape index. The extended super-quadratic curve has the ability to describe asymmetric structures by extending e into polar angle functions in polar coordinate
where u is the polar angle in polar coordinate, and f(u) is the continuous positive function of u; f(u) is constructed using Bernstein polynomials in the literature. 20 However, it is inevitable that the extended superquadratic curve in the deformation process goes through four points (( 6 a, 0) and (0, 6 b)), which limits its expression ability and deformation ability to a large extent. In order to solve this problem, the smoothly deformable implicit curve is presented in this article by extending a and b into the function f(u)
Accordingly, the implicit function of the domain bounded by the smooth deformation implicit curve is as follows
The polar angle u can be expressed as a function of Cartesian coordinates (x, y)
In equation (14), u has a range of [-p/2, 3p/2). f(u) in equation (13) can be determined using the B-spline basis functions
where N i, p (j) is the B-spline basis function; n and p are the number and order of the B-spline basis functions, respectively; j is the parameter domain coordinate and its range is [0, 1); and P i is a positive control parameter and satisfies the requirement P 1 = P n = (P 2 + P n21 )/2. If the shape index e in equation (13) is set to constant 1, then the smooth deformation implicit curve is simplified to the closed B-splines, as defined in the literature. 20 At this point, in the polar coordinates shown in Figure 3(a) , f(u) is the polar radius corresponding to the polar angle u. As shown in Figure 3 , the adjustment of the control parameter P i will lead to the change of f(u), which achieves the purpose of changing the shape of the implicit curve.
Optimization model and sensitivity derivation
This study focuses on the shape optimization design of holed structures under different load boundary conditions. The optimization problem we address is minimizing the maximum von Mises stress when the volume of the structure is not increased. The mathematical model of the problem is as follows Find e, P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P nÀ1 Min max
where V lim is the given volume limit, and remaining parameters are defined as before. The shape index e and control parameter P i (i = 2, 3, ., n-1) are design variables, and they could be united into a vector v = fv k g nÀ1 k = 1 = fe, P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P nÀ1 g. The sensitivity of the von Mises stress s von (x V ) to the variable v k is
where the parameters are defined as before, and ∂s(x V )=∂v k can be calculated as
where the elastic matrix D is only related to Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, the strain matrix B is associated with the interpolation functions that are constant within the fixed mesh. Therefore, these two quantities are independent of the design variables. Moreover, this study does not involve the designrelated load problem that the load F does not apply to the variable hole boundary, and thus, according to equation (1) we could obtain
In the equation, by introducing the Dirac delta functiond (the directional derivative of heaviside function in the normal direction), the volume integral could be converted to the boundary integral. Similarly, the sensitivity of the structure volume V to the variable v k could be obtained as
According to equations (20) and (21), the key to solving the sensitivity of the optimization model equation (16) is to calculate rF V and ∂F V =∂v k . F V is composed of the two types of implicit functions, one is integrated by basic geometries via the R functions, and the other is constructed by the smooth deformation implicit curves F S . As the former is independent of the variable v k , only the gradient and sensitivity of F S need to be derived as follows
Considering the variable v k could be the shape index e or control parameters P i , the sensitivity of F S includes the following two forms 
The numerical example
This section is based on the above theory and the optimization model. The shape optimization design of holed structures is carried out within the fixed mesh, the mechanics response is analyzed by the FCM, the hole boundary is represented using the smoothly deformable implicit curve, and the optimization algorithm named the method of moving asymptotes (MMA) 21 is adopted. The four test boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4 , and the materials as well as the geometric dimensions are the same. Moreover, the young modulus is 207.4 GPa, Poisson's ratio is 0.3, and the plate thickness is 3 mm. The mesh of the holed structure are 40 3 40 cells; the upper volume limit V lim was 4564 mm 3 , and 21 design variables (1 shape index and 20 control parameters) are set on the hole boundary. Figure 5 shows the results of stress analysis of holed structures under four working conditions. Figure 6 shows the stress contour of the corresponding optimization results. As is clear from these figures, without increasing the volumes of the optimization results under the four working conditions, we reduced their maximum von Mises stresses by 35%, 18%, 24%, and 44%, respectively. Therefore, the stress concentration along the hole boundary decreases significantly.
It is worth mentioning that the smoothly deformable implicit curve defined in this article has both advantages of the implicit form and the explicit form. In finite cell analysis, the implicit expression form of equation (13) is adopted to describe the hole boundary, so as to determine the location relation of the point and structural domain within the fixed mesh. During postprocesses, the hole boundary was expressed in the following form to quickly solve the coordinates of the boundary point (x S , y S ) Equation (25) is equivalent to equation (13) . The optimized boundaries of the holes shown in Figure 6 could be drawn conveniently according to equation (25) . The results of the hole-shape optimization in Figure 6 (a)-(c) are very close to the optimization results of the infinite perforated plate obtained by the analytical method in the literature. 22 
Conclusion
In this article, we focused on the hole-shape optimization of opening structures and presented a new optimization framework by combining the FCM and the novel implicit model, which could avoid the mesh update process existing in the traditional shape optimization method. It is helpful to expand the optimal design space to seek better solutions when the flexible and smoothly deformable implicit curve is adopted to describe the hole boundary. Numerical results show that this method can effectively reduce the stress concentration of the hole. If the outer boundary of the structure is also expressed using the smoothly deformable implicit curve, the approach presented in this article can optimize the shape of the whole structure. In future work, we will combine the isogeometric shell analysis with the proposed method to realize the collaborative optimization of the hole shape and the shell surface related to the opening shell structure.
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